Pop Up Card in a Box Class
Heather Heroldt
For the portrait orientation, cut cardstock to 5 ½” x 9 ¼”. Score on the long edge at 2 1/8”, 4 ¼”, 6 3/8” and 8 ½”. Rotate the
cardstock a quarter turn and score again at 2 ½” on the short edge. Rotating the CS back to horizontal, cut down the 2 ½” sections
to the horizontal. On the narrowest section, cut off at a downward angle to form a tab for gluing.
Next, cut 2 – 1” x 3 5/8” strips of matching CS. Score at each sort end ¾” in. You can also cut a 2” x 3 5/8” block, score on the long
edge at ¾” and 2 7/8”, then cut in half lengthwise. The strips are a good use for your leftover CS from cutting the base.
For the landscape orientation (pictured below), cut your card base to 4 ¼” x 12”. Score along the long edge at 2 ¾”, 5 ½”, 8 ¼” and
11”. Rotate a quarter turn and score again at 2”. Rotating the CS back to horizontal, cut 2” slits along your first scorelines, to the
horizontal score you just made. Angle the narrowest section downward again to form a tab, as shown below. Cut 2 strips at 1” x 4
¾”, and score each strip at 1” and 3 ¾”.
Next cut your DSP. For the portrait card, you will need 2 long sections at 2” x 5 3/8”, one in DSP and one in white or other
coordinating color. For your lower (outside) sections, you need 3 pieces at 2” x 2 7/8”. For the upper (inside) sections, you need 3
pieces at 2” x 2 3/8” for the inside, that match the long piece, and you can do 3 more in that size to decorate the outside if you wish,
in yet another pattern. However, these won’t be visible when the card is on display, only when the card is flat.
For the landscape card, you need two long sections at 2 ½” x 4”, one in DSP and one in white. You need 3 coordinating lower
(outside) sections at 2 ½” x 2”, and at least 3 upper (inside) sections at 2 ½” x 1 ¾” that match the long piece. You can again cut
three more upper sections for under the flaps if you wish.
To assemble, adhere the long piece closest to the tab, and then arrange the upper “inside” papers as shown. Flip the base over and
adhere the long (white) CS again closest to the tab, and arrange the lower (outside) pieces as shown. If tying ribbon around finished
box base, make sure to adhere under the white cs before gluing down. If using the extra coordinating upper pieces, adhere those
now, too.

Next, flip base back over, fold in tab, and apply adhesive. Fold card in half to adhere to tab and form a “box.”

Burnish creases sharply to adhere glue well. Refold in order to crease other two corners sharply. Fold down flaps, and crease those
sharply, too. Next, insert the strips: bend back the end tabs, and adhere inside box, aligning at upper edge. Face the strips’ tabs
away from each other inside the box to achieve the spacing needed for decoration. Finish decorating as desired!

Retro Fresh Pop Up (Portrait)
Supplies used: Starburst Sayings Stamp Set; Retro Fresh DSP; Baked Brown Sugar,
Coastal Cabana, So Saffron, Tangerine Tango & Very Vanilla CS & Inks; Starburst
Framelit Dies; 1 ¼” & 13/16” Circle Punches; Stretch Ruffle Trim in Baked Brown
Sugar.
Assemble box per instructions, stamp sentiments as shown, cut out with framelits.
Layer on various coordinating circles and adhere. Tie ribbon around front flap.
Adhere DSP to envelope flap and trim.

Secret Garden Pop-Up (Landscape)
Supplies Used: Simple Stems & Label Love Stamp Sets; Watercolor Wonder DSP;
Whisper White, Island Indigo, Garden Green, Tangerine Tango & So Saffron CS; Island
Indigo, Tangerine Tango & Crushed Curry Inks; Secret Garden Framelits; Little Leaves
Sizzlet; Artisan Label, Modern Label, Itty Bitty Accents & Itty Bitty Shapes Punches;
Brights & Regals Candy Dots; Basic Jewel Pearls.
Stamp and stamp off various flowers on white & colored CS as shown. Cut out with
framelits. Adhere as desired, using “stems” or directly to box. Punch accents shapes,
apply coordinating candy dot and adhere to a few flower centers.
Stamp off on envelope.

Graduation Pop-Up (Landscape)
Supplies Used: Blue Ribbon, Simply Stars & Banner Blast Stamp Sets; Watercolor
Wonder DSP; Smoky Slate & Whisper White CS; Daffodil Delight, Summer Starfruit, Basic
Gray & Smoky Slate Inks; Large & Small Star, Banner, 1 3/8”, 1 ¼”, 1/16” Circles, and 2
3/8” Scallop Circle Punches; Stitched ¼” Grosgrain Ribbon in Daffodil Delight; Gray
Cotton Perle; Toothpicks.
Stamp four of each Banner shape shown. Punch upper corner with 1/16” Circle Punch,
THEN punch out with banner punch. Assemble 2 4-banner garlands using perle, tie to
toothpicks, and set aside. Pop dot remaining banners in swags on side flaps. Stamp Blue
Ribbon in Daffodil Delight and punch, layer with Smoky Slate Circle and sentiment of
choice. Adhere to card upright. Glue dots garlands as shown. Stamp and punch 2 large
and 3 small stars in various yellows. Stamp off on envelope. Glue dot small stars to
toothpicks, and “float” large stars in between. Tie ribbon over front flap.

Something For Baby Pop-Up(Portrait)
Supplies used: Something For Baby & Something To Say Stamp Sets; Moonlight DSP Pack;
Blackberry Bliss, Whisper White & Smoky Slate CS; Basic Grey, Blackberry Bliss, Hello
Honey, Lost Lagoon, Tangelo Twist & Mossy Meadow Inks; Baby’s First & Banners
Framelits; Circle Card Thinlets; Stitched Satin Ribbon in Hello Honey OR Blackberry Bliss;
Owl Builder & 1 3/8” Circle Punch.
Assemble Base & tie ribbon over front flap. Using pads & markers, ink up baby shapes and
sentiments as shown and stamp onto white. Stamp duck onto envelope, too. Cut out with
framelits. Trim banner framelits as needed, and sponge edges. Stamp baby ties in Basic
Gray onto Smoky Slate, and punch out with 1 3/8” Circle Punch. Pop Dot bib and booties as
shown. Adhere and float remaining shapes as shown. Punch tiny hearts with Owl Builder
and adhere over onesie & bib.

